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Abstract: According to Hinduism, People have believed that if we undertake a journey to all these holy 

destinations then our all sins which we did in our past life get removed  and opens all the doors for that person 

to get salvation. It is not true . But what brain sees  is truth . Hence by knowledge ( At UOG )  realization of 

God Particles ( Forming Images Of Two B.B.Bs in Brain – not set of informations or Code PcPs  Fig 1 )  at the 

time of  prayer makes your place a true religious place . As it (Forming Images Of Two B.B.Bs in Brain – not 

set of informations or Code PcPs  ) would persists even after end of universe .  Having seen the God particles by 

brain , you are fit to get  salvation . The same philosophy is applicable to all religious persons including 

Muslims . Self  positioning system ( SPS ) in brain triggers to know our surrounding and our location . It is 

being used by animals and birds during migration or navigation on the  Earth . Global positioning system (GPS  

- computer )  helps us to know our location  and  different  places and their route on Earth . GPS does not make 

us to be  lost in big cities if we  have loaded origin and destination in our  computer . There is one more system 

called universe positioning system (UPS) , that helps to locate our true home  from where we started our 

journey since origin of universe and home ( Tachyons sea ) of Almighty B.B.B as prayer reaches to Almighty 

B.B.B . Our journey did not start with fertilization of ova with sperm rather it had started since origin of the 

universe and our brain could predict our past and future  transformations before we transformed into human 

beings . But Almighty B.B.B could tell our exact past and future transformations . Teleportation is the 

phenomenon made by Almighty B.B.B , as  He descends  from  invisible universe ( Tachyons sea ) to Earth . 

First , message comes ( first order of universe ) to Earth B.B.Bs via first transcription ( quantum entanglement ) 

and B.B.Bs of Earth transform in any shape ( Trinity – Human beings  or Almighty B.B.B in flesh form ) and 

Trinity does such deeds that they occupy place in church and temple as idol worship . For example Lord Jesus  , 

Lord Krishna etc  All religions do IDOL worship of Two God particles in different ways ( rituals ).  Unless 

brain sees idol of two God particles during worship  ( Fig 32 ) or during namaz  , devotee sees home of 

Almighty B.B.B ( Allahatala  or Tachyon sea )  and structure of Tachyons  ( One Yang and many Yins ) ( Fig 30 

)  by brain , worship is incomplete . The theory predicts  that  when Almighty B.B.B  would teleport Himself as 

He Knows UPS   ( Creator of universe and Aliens)  , could tell exactly where Aliens reside . Dirac equation  is 

an illusion as  mathematics does not have thought of mind and thought of Creator .  

Keywords: Basic Building Blocks , Mind and Mass , Atomic genetics , Atomic transcription and Translation ,      

Tachyons  . 
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I. Introduction 
1.1 How Would We Talk to Aliens? [1]  

By Ross Pomeroy, RealClearScience | October 12, 2017 03:35pm ETThe Allen Telescope Array used 

by the SETI Institute (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence) to seek out signals from intelligent aliens. 

Credit: SETI Institute 
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The search for extraterrestrials has gone on long before the SETI Institute was founded in 1984. Sixty years 

prior, on August 21st, 1924, American officials promoted a national day of radio silence, urging citizens to keep 

their radios quiet for five minutes on the hour, every hour, so astronomers could use a powerful radio receiver 

strapped to a dirigible floating two miles up to listen for any potential radio signals coming from Mars. Though 

the Red Planet was closer to Earth than any other time in the past century, the astronomers heard nothing. Such 

silence has been the depressing norm for alien hunters, but hope still abounds. The galaxy is a large place, and 

on a cosmic scale, we've hardly spent any time looking for extraterrestrials. 

So, say our efforts one day come to fruition, and we make contact with an intelligent alien race. How 

the heck would we actually converse with them? First off, unless we somehow meet in person, talking will 

likely be a very sluggish process. Even if our neighboring star system Proxima Centauri housed an intelligent 

alien species, messages would take more than four years to travel between our two homes. Patience would be 

key. Most thinkers, including famed astrophysicist Carl Sagan, agree that mathematics could serve as the 

foundation for our discussions. With that in mind, British scientist Lancelot Thomas Hogben rafted a language 

system calledAstraglossa. Communicated over radio signals, short pulses called "dashes" would represent 

numbers, and longer batteries of pulses called "flashes" would represent mathematical symbols like addition or 

subtraction. Once the basics of arithmetic are established between our species, Hogben imagined moving the 

discussion on to astronomy, a hobby we would obviously both have in common. After all, two aliens species 

talking about space would probably be like two Earthlings talking about the weather.Of course, there's no 

guarantee that our species would understand each other. While Astraglossa may make sense to Hogben and 

other human scientists, it could very well be gibberish to aliens. "We could be utterly, completely 

incomprehensible," xenolinguist Sheri Wells-Jensen told SETI Institute Senior Astronomer Seth Shostak on 

his podcast. "There's about 7,000 languages in existence on the planet today. Only about 50% of those have 

writing systems. So we can't guarantee that [aliens] have writing." Rather than pinning our hopes on language, 

Wells-Jensen recommends an "all of the above" approach in which we converse less and share more. 

"You send out written stuff... and you send out recordings and visuals... maybe including brain 

recordings of people speaking."If that's not enough, back in March 2015, Shostak suggested that we transmit the 

entire Internet."Such a large corpus — with its text, pictures, videos and sounds — would allow clever 

extraterrestrials to decipher much about our society, and even formulate questions that could be answered with 

the material in hand. Sending the web on its way would take months if a radio transmitter were used. A 

powerful laser, conveying bits much like an optical fiber, could launch these data in a few days." 

If such an approach works, it could facilitate meaningful dialogue. Even if it doesn't work, we could at least all 

chuckle at the notion of showing Ancient Aliens Guy to real extraterrestrials. 

Originally published on RealClearScience. 

 

 
 

Frank Drake is one of the principal founders of the search for extraterrestrial intelligence (SETI).He is 

best known for devising the Drake equation, which can be used to estimate the number of intelligent 

civilizations in our galaxy; he is one a handful of scientists who have devised equations that have penetrated 

popular culture sufficiently to appear on t-shirts and other merchandise.Drake has played a key role in 

composing messages sent out from Earth in the hope that one day an alien civilization will discover and read 

them. In addition to his SETI work, Drake was the first person to map the center of the Milky Way galaxy, and 

he coined the word ‗pulsar‘ to describe rapidly rotating neutron stars. 

 

http://www.realclearscience.com/blog/2017/06/05/12_possible_reasons_we_havent_found_aliens.html
https://www.bigquestionsonline.com/2014/10/07/what-are-learning-search-extraterrestrial-life/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lancelot_Hogben
https://cosmicos.github.io/2014/09/04/astraglossa.html
https://cosmicos.github.io/2014/09/04/astraglossa.html
http://personal.bgsu.edu/~swellsj/
https://www.seti.org/BiPiSci/HowToTalkToAliens
https://mobile.nytimes.com/2015/03/28/opinion/sunday/messaging-the-stars.html?referrer=&_r=0
http://knowyourmeme.com/memes/ancient-aliens
http://www.realclearscience.com/blog/2017/10/09/how_would_we_talk_to_aliens.html
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1.2 The Drake Equation: 
N = R* ·  fp ·  ne ·  fl ·  fi ·  fc ·  L 

where: 

N is the number of detectable civilizations in space , R* is the rate at which new stars form , fp is the 

fraction of stars with planets  , ne is the number of planets per star where conditions are suitable for life,  fl is the 

fraction of planets where life actually emerges, fi is the fraction of life-containing planets where an intelligent 

civilization develops,  fc is the fraction of intelligent civilizations that produce communications technology we 

can detect,  L is the length of time the communicating civilization remains detectable 

The Drake equation has become an icon of science – particularly astronomy, and even more particularly SETI. 

Drake has joined an elite group of scientists including Albert Einstein and James Clerk Maxwell whose 

equations have caught the public imagination (or at least the science nerd segment) enough to appear on t-shirts 

and other merchandise.The equation has also spurred fierce debates, because most ‗reasonable‘ values inserted 

into the equation suggest our galaxy should be teeming with life and we should already have detected a 

civilization. Drake himself was over-optimistic about how soon we would detect an extraterrestrial civilization. 

―I found I could reduce the whole agenda for the meeting to a single line [the Drake equation]. Of course, I 

didn‘t have real values for most of the factors. But I did have a compelling equation that summarized the topics 

to be discussed… Sometimes people… think the equation is highly speculative. In fact, it is just the opposite, 

since each phenomenon it assumes to take place in the universe is an event that has already taken place at least 

once.‖ 

 

1.2 What are the 'Char Dhams' and what is their significance in Hinduism?   

According to Hinduism, People have believed that if we undertake a journey to all these holy 

destinations then our all sins which we did in our past life has remove and opens all the doors for that person to 

get salvation. Through this yatra you will found sense of heart purity, belongingness and act of self actualization 

in life.―Char Dham‖ is a circuit of four Holy destinations also known as abodes of God inside the four different 

directions in India, mentioned .This all about the Char Dham, the four pilgrims of India located in four different 

directions of India. But there is also an another Char Dham which is known as "Chota CharDham" situated in 

Uttarakhand (referred as "Land of Gods"). It is one of the most popular religious destinations in India, where 

millions of people visit every year. Through Char Dham Yatra in Uttarakhand, you can 

explore Badrinath, Kedarnath, Yamunotri & Gangotri the four holy places.  

The  destinations (Chota CharDham) .  

 

 
Hoyle Narlikar Universe  - OR  -- Universe “I” 

https://www.famousscientists.org/albert-einstein/
https://www.famousscientists.org/james-clerk-maxwell/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uttarakhand
http://indiapilgrimagetours.blogspot.in/2013/01/everything-about-char-dham-yatra-by.html
http://indiapilgrimagetours.blogspot.in/2013/04/attraction-in-focus-badrinath-temple.html
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1.3 What is New Physics  or Physics of Mind ? 

 

 
Physics of Mind 

Quantum Consciousness – According to Physicists and Biologist 
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The nature of consciousness remains deeply mysterious and profoundly important, with existential, 

medical and spiritual implication. We know what it is like to be conscious – to have awareness, a conscious 

‗mind‘, but who, or what, are ‗we‘ who know such things? How is the subjective nature of phenomenal 

experience – our ‗inner life‘ - to be explained in scientific terms? What consciousness actually is, and how it 

comes about remain unknown. The general assumption in modern science and philosophy - the ‗standard model‘ 

- is that consciousness emerges from complex computation among brain neurons, computation whose currency 

is seen as neuronal firings (‗spikes‘) and synaptic transmissions, equated with binary ‗bits‘ in digital computing. 

Consciousness is presumed to ‗emerge‘ from complex neuronal computation, and to have arisen during 

biological evolution as an adaptation of living systems, extrinsic to the makeup of the universe. On the other 

hand, spiritual and contemplative traditions, and some scientists and philosophers consider consciousness to be 

intrinsic, ‗woven into the fabric of the universe‘. In these views, conscious precursors and Platonic forms 

preceded biology, existing all along in the fine scale structure of reality. 

 

 
 

My research involves a theory of consciousness which can bridge these two approaches, a theory 

developed over the past 20 years with eminent British physicist Sir Roger Penrose. Called ‗orchestrated 

objective reduction‘ (‗Orch OR‘), it suggests consciousness arises from quantum vibrations in protein polymers 

called microtubules inside the brain‘s neurons, vibrations which interfere, ‗collapse‘ and resonate across scale, 
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control neuronal firings, generate consciousness, and connect ultimately to ‗deeper order‘ ripples in spacetime 

geometry. Consciousness is more like music than computation.Colleagues Travis Craddock and Jack Tuszynski 

and I also study how anesthetics act in microtubules to erase consciousness, and with Jay Sanguinetti, John JB 

Allen and Sterling Cooley, we are studying how transcranial ultrasound (TUS) can be used noninvasively to 

resonate brain microtubules and treat mental, cognitive and neurological disorders.  Many thanks to my assistant 

Abi Behar-Montefiore and Ed Xia for maintaining this website. 

 Stuart R. Hameroff, Md  

Director, Center for Consciousness Studies, Professor EmeritusDepartment of Anesthesiology, College 

of Medicine,, University of Arizona and Department of Psychology 

Banner – University Medical Center Tucson , Quantum Consciousness Theorist & Researcher 

 

1.5 Mind and Mass Realities [2] 

 
Fig. 1  Divine Mechanics Unit – CCP, CP and  information s – Code PcPs  with B-Bit – Mass 

 

Atomic genetics is the branch of science where we investigate about fundamental interactions of the 

universe i.e. atomic transcription and translations . New words have been coined to understand hidden science of 

mind part of reality. Mind reality has been recognized as different faces by ―I‖  about 5000 years back  to 

Arjuna in Mahabharata.as shown in  Fig 1.  It is just like to understand any language through Alphabets. These 

are ( different faces )  Alphabets of mind reality. One Mind reality has one face identity and the second mind 

reality has second face identity and so on. The facial expression represents phenomenon of intelligence and 

different faces represent different types of properties carrying  property. The open eyes means property is 

activated while close eye means property is inactivated. In spite of carrying properties conscious ness they also 

know how to conduct not only origin of universe but also how to create two different universe i.e. next creation 

could be different from this creation . In all, it is automatic system of the universe .   The mind realities which 

are  of good properties have devtas face identity ( first five faces on both side ) and those mind realities which 

are of bad properties have demons face identity ( last four faces on both side ) . These are named as code PCPs 

or messenger atomic genes . The central face is CCP  or Thought script  where all thoughts of the universe are 

banked . It is bank of data of all information s of the universe  It is face identity of Anti mind particles as data of 

all information‘s of the universe are stored as anti mind particles . It is the Time mind ness ( biological clock ) 

http://anesth.medicine.arizona.edu/faculty/stuart-r-hameroff-md
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that keeps on expressing different  thoughts from this thought script (CCP) . There are four more faces  ( black 

bodies ) shown on extreme left and right floating in fire are CPs ( translating Atomic genes) . That translates the 

messages and realizes it and reacts accordingly.[2] 

 

1.3. Messages From Biological world to understand B.B.B world as shown in Fig 2 [2] 

 
Fig. 2 Parallel  teaching by participatory science 

 

The  standard model not only modified rather it has been completed [3] with introduction of energized gravitons 

, primary fermions, primary bosons , Basic Building Blocks  , Mind and Tachyons as shown in  Fig 3 

 

 
Fig. 3 standard Model chart [3] 
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Fig .3.1  one creation and destruction cycle [4] 

 

Participatory science has coined [5] some new words and there are some words which already exist in 

physics. Both these words are defined here and the definitions are according to participatory science. It has no 

relation with the definitions given in modern physics. 

1.Mass - The part which gives shape to the smallest mass unit i.e. basics building blocks (B. B. Bs.)  is called 

mass.  

2.Matter :-Mixture of fermions and bosons or only bosons which are made up of mass (B.B.Bs)  and that is why 

we realize their shape is called matter. 

3.Inertial mass :-Mass (smallest mass units i.e. B. B. Bs) having inertial properties (classical inertia) either 

absolute rest or uniform motion in straight line is called inertial mass. Or Number of B. B. Bs. Per unit space 

present in bigger units is called inertial mass. Or Total matter contained by the bigger units or total number of 

fermions and bosons   contained by the bigger units is called inertial mass. Therefore it never changes from 

place to place. 

4. Gravitational mass :- The mass (interacting surfaces) which takes part in gravity (divine energized gravitons 

theory) interaction ( which is due to mind ) is called gravitational mass. When gravity interaction increases 

(number of divine energized gravitons increases) the interacting mass (interacting surface) also increases or 

when interacting mass (interacting surfaces) increases, gravity interaction (number of divine energized gravitons 

) also increases. Therefore gravitational mass (interacting mass or surfaces) changes from place to place. It is the 

fed mind that decides gravity interaction. We shall discuss it in gravity chapter and in atomic genetics.  

5. Pure m (matter) mass :-matter mass (smallest mass unit or B.B.B) which have got inertial property of absolute 

rest. 

6. Energy mass:-Energy mass (smallest energy mass unit B.B.B) which have got inertial property of uniform 

motion in straight line and which also gives shape to the bigger energy mass ( Higgs Bosons etc ) units.  

7.m ( impure matter ) of E=mC^2 :-Matter particles (fermions) which have got spin property are called impure 

matter particles. 
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1.4 Prayer message formation in brain.  

 
Fig 4  Divine Mechanics - Prayer message formation in brain 

 

In atomic transcription and translation of prayer [5], following steps take place on Yang B.B.B – B-Bit as shown 

in   Figure 4. 

1. CP removes RM ( repressor mindness-green)  from OM ( operating mindness -orange ) thus induction of 

atomic transcription triggers.  

2. OM triggers activation of free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs )  of that  thought script 

(magenta ) of ―o god help me ‖. 

3. Free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs ) get attached to anti mind particles script ( magenta one 

to form messenger thought script of ―o god help me ‖. 

4. Messenger atomic genes  ( black ) get activated by anti mind particles thought script  and further they get 

detached from anti mind particles thought script  to form activated messenger atomic genes (  activated 

code PCPs) ( magenta ) of ― o god help me ‖  

5. CP carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes ( activated code 

PcPs )  and finally there is activated message of ― o god  help me‖ is formed . 

6. CP represses atomic transcription by adding RM ( green )  to OM ( orange) . Thus atomic transcription gets 

halt.  

 

1.5 Having formed the message it comes out in three forms .  

In atomic genetic engineering  ( prayer )  we use our basic power i.e. power of B.B.Bs. Our B.B.B. 

(higher center) talks with highest center of the universe by sending the message by first transcription. Till today 

nobody knows how does the brain generate thoughts. I am going to tell you  that mystery too. In the frontal lobe 

the neurons are responsible for thought generation. In the neuron there is electrical activity called pacemaker 

activity which is occurring between dendrites and the  body of the neuron. The membrane of the cell is made up 

of atoms and atom is made up of B.B.Bs. At the level of B.B.B. say thought of 'O GOD HELP ME' is 

expressed. As a result programmed messages of O GOD HELP ME (code PCPs) are formed. Out of three 

programmed messages, one is carried by atomic genes to highest center of the universe. It is called THOUGHT 
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RAY ( Quantum entanglement )  which is made up of pure atomic genes and then the message goes through 

phenomenon called first transcription. They come out from brain directly. The other two messages are carried 

by photons from nucleus of atom to electrons. Here they are  modulated on electrical activity of the cell called 

pacemaker activity. Further they are modulated on actions potentials going towards REALIZING CENTER 

situated in  brain stem (RAS) and from RAS  to   speech area situated in the frontal area. Target B.B.Bs. of the 

realizing center finally realizes thought effect of O GOD HELP ME. While from speech area message goes to 

motor cortex again via RAS and from there to vocal cords and finally it comes out as a speech effect of O GOD 

HELP ME. In layman's terminology formation of the thought ray means PRAYER as shown in   Fig  4  

 

1.6 Where Does Prayer Message go ?   

Prayer message  goes as shown in   Figure 5  to highest center of the universe via first transcription 

where it is realized and it is accepted, the highest center sends two messages to B.B.Bs working as higher center 

in cancer cell. These messages are message of inhibition of abnormal thought expression and message of 

activation of normal thought expression. Having received the messages, higher center stops expressing the 

abnormal thoughts and it starts expressing the normal thoughts. As a result, there are no more abnormal 

programmed messages and in place of that normal programmed messages are there. Now the messages have 

shifted from abnormal (5and 6) to normal (2 and 3). This shifting of thought expression is called ATOMIC 

GENETIC ENGINEERING as shown in  Figure 4.1  The changed messages reach to target B.B.Bs. through 

same route. Having received the changed messages, target B.B.Bs. stop expressing the previous programmng 

and they start expressing the normal programming. As a result the cancer cells transmutate into normal cells. Or 

diseased cell gets cured [6] as shown in  Fig 4.1 

 

 
1.5 Message system of the Universe 

Before the origin of the universe [2] nature had only one type of message systems which is called FIRST 

TRANSCRIPTION. Messages ( Code PcPs )  used to go from one B.B.B. to another B.B.B. by atomic 

transcription. Messages were carried by atomic genes  ( Code PcPs ) with very very high velocity. It is the 

fundamental message system.  
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After the origin of the universe, nature created atoms. It also created one more message system called SECOND 

TRANSCRIPTION. Here the message (code PcPs) are carried by photons from one atom to another atom with 

velocity of light. Thus atoms ,molecules, cells, and even individuals talk with one another  

 

After the formation of the cell , nature created one more system called THIRD TRANSCRIPTION 

.Here there is a message storage system formed by DNA. There are messenger molecules called mRNA that 

carry message from DNA script to cytoplasm where the message (code PCPs)  is read or translated by ribosome 

and they work accordingly. Thus the messages reach to enzymes and hormones and finally messages reach to 

target units. Having received the messages, target units work accordingly. Finally life effects (metabolic) are 

observed. These three types of message systems are working in the nature. These message system are being used 

by the nature according to nature's  need. as shown in   Fig 5 

 

 
Fig. 5  Messages system of the universe 
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1.6 How does nature work & triggering of normal & abnormal  effects  
To understand creation physics  as shown in  Fig 6 and Fig 7. . There are two types of thought 

stimulation [2] . one is conditioned  thought stimulation  and other one is unconditioned thought 

stimulation.stimulation of thought expression --- there are two types of thought expressions one is conditioned 

stimulation of thought expression, and other one is  self stimulation of thoughts i.e. unconditioned stimulation  

of thought expression .at the time of the origin of the universe, all effects got created. the cause of all effects of 

the universe is thought expression. these thought expressions were triggered by unconditioned or self stimulated  

way . it is the first step and it is followed by programming or formation of programmed messages by code pcps. 

this programmed message moves from higher centers to target b.b.bs. it is called interaction. having received the 

messages, the mind and mass of the target b.b.bs. work in a synchronized way so as to produced the effects as 

thought by a the higher center. if the thought expression by higher center is normal, the shapes, properties and 

laws produced by target b.b.bs. would  be normal and if the thought expressions are abnormal, the shapes, 

properties and laws would be abnormal. this is the basic concept of transmutation phenomenon. finally what we 

observe is called effect.appearance of new shapes. properties and laws is called transmutation. the first three 

steps are collectively called ccp. during transmutation process if ccp is written, it does mean that unless the 

thought, programming and interaction take place, nature cannot transmutate. Transmutation phenomenon is seen 

in particles, atoms, molecules and even in cells. The basic steps of any transmutation remain the same except 

that the thought expressions differ.  The subatomic particle are made up of more fundamental particles called 

Basic Building Blocks ( B.B.Bs) which are made up of mind and mass. These B.B.Bs are divine in nature with 

the result they talk with each other by phenomenon called atomic transcription and translation ( thought 

expressions).  The triggering of broken symmetry is caused by atomic transcriptions. Unless the atomic 

transcriptions occur,  subatomic particles could never exhibit phenomenon of broken symmetry . So the broken 

symmetry is never spontaneous. It is being mis understood that sub atomic particles do have spontaneous 

activities as far as broken symmetry is concerned. Hence the Nobel prize physics 2008 awarded  to this work is 

too early to give prize.  

 

 

 
Fig. 6 Divine Mechanics – How Does Nature work ? 
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Fig. 7  Conditioned and Unconditioned thought expressions 

 

1.7 Message network of the Universe ( Feed Back Mechanism and different centers of the Universe )  

With the origin of universe, nature first created primary units i.e. primary fermions (gravitation) and 

primary boson, these primary units are equipped with one higher center (one B.B.B.) and rest of the B.B.Bs. are 

working as lower centers or  target B.B.Bs.[2] After primary units ,nature created secondary units i.e. secondary 

fermions and secondary bosons. similarly nature created tertiary units (lepto-quarks) and then quaternary units 

(protons& neutrons).Each unit is equipped with higher centers, lower centers and target B.B.Bs. After 

quaternary units nature created atomic units, molecular units, complex molecules of life units, organelle units, 

cell units, tissue units, organ units, system units and individual units. Each unit is equipped with higher centers, 

lower centers, and target B.B.Bs. Similarly nature created satellite units, planet units, solar system units, galaxy 

units, super galaxy units, dark matter layer unit. These units are also equipped with higher centers, lower centers 

and target B.B.Bs. Thus our universe is divided into different units and each unit is equipped with higher and 

lower centers.All higher centers are under control of highest center of the universe by efferent paths. This 

efferent path is made up of first transcription. Higher centers can send messages to highest center of the universe 

by afferent path or feed back path. Thus highest center of the universe is well informed about all effects of the 

universe. Messages can come from lower centers to higher centers and from higher centers to highest center of 

the universe via afferent path. The highest center of the universe can send messages to higher centers and from 

higher center to lower centers. There is an inter unit message network also which is made up of first, second and 

third  transcription   depending upon the nature's need. Thus the entire universe is under control of highest center 
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of the universe. Highest center can change any programming programmed by it during pre creation era as shown 

in  Fig 8 

 

 
Fig. 8 Messages Net work of the Universe 
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1.8 Origin of the universe [7] 

 
Fig. 9 Development of the Universe 

 

 Before the origin of the universe, these Basic Building Blocks (B.B.Bs) as shown in  Fig-3 were in the 

form of tachyons as shown in  Fig- 9  [7]. It means that at that time the tachyons were everywhere in the 

universe. Let us look at the structure of tachyons; it is made up of one matter B.B.B. (YANG) and many energy 

(YINs) B.B.Bs. Initially out of the infinite tachyons, one became the highest center of the universe. Messages 

used to go from highest center to rest of the universe and messages could come from rest of the universe to 

highest center of the universe by atomic transcription. Thus highest center had fed its thought to rest of the 

B.B.Bs. that would take part in creation - that they would express only those thoughts to give desired effect as 

wished by the highest center of the universe. So all B.B.Bs were informed about their role before creation of the 

universe. In pre-creation era programming of the future universe was done by highest center of the universe. 

Our universe is oscillating and it is a divine universe. It means that it has a creation phase and a destruction 

phase. During creation phase tachyons break into their B.B.Bs. and from these B.B.Bs, formation of fermions 

and bosons take place as shown in  Fig 3.1. After the creation phase, destruction would start and in this phase all 

created particles would again break into their B.B.Bs and finally tachyons would form. 

At the time of origin of the universe, all the effects got created. These effects are taking of different shapes and 

appearance of properties and laws. All these effects are studied in various branches of science.  

 

With the origin of the universe, nature first created a sphere of COLD DARK MATTER (C.D.M) and 

canals in it. With the result space got created. At the other end of the canals, hot reaction started (the relics are 

back ground radiations 2.7 degree K of our hydrogen clouds). As a result hydrogen clouds and lot of radiations 

were created. The empty canals were filled by these hydrogen clouds and radiations and thus QUASARS 

appeared in the universe. Simultaneously C.D.M. layer started expanding and clouds and radiations kept on 

coming in this closed universe as shown in   
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Fig 9 . With the passage of time more and more C.D.M. layer formed, more and more quasars formed. 

The hydrogen cloud came in this closed universe. They started running towards C.D.M. layer as they were 

attracted by the gravity of C.D.M. layer. Those clouds, which were nearer, moved faster than those, which were 

away from CDM Layer. The HUBBLE LAW, can thus be explained. With some more passage of time, clouds 

were joined to form GMC (giant molecular clouds). Later by self-gravitation different proto stars, proto planets, 

proto satellites were formed. Finally stars became bright and thus bright galaxies appeared in this universe. Our 

universe is still in expansion phase and creation is still going inside quasars. It is to be remembered that highest 

center of the universe does not come in the visible universe. It keeps on receiving the messages by atomic 

transcription and it has power to change any programming programmed by it during pre-creation era.  

It is the atomic genes which constitutes mind part of reality.  Mind incorporation in physics is awaited 

as theory of every thing is not yet investigated . I have investigated theory of every thing ( ToE) and I found that 

while studying unified theory at the time of origin of the universe by Hoyle Narlikar universe , it was  mind 

reality that triggered symmetry breaking phase . It is mind reality that triggers oscillation phenomenon of the 

universe. It is the mind reality which is behind perfect cosmological principle .  There is nothing like artificial 

intelligence in the universe . These mind particles constitute intelligence of  the universe that controls the 

deterministic order of the universe.  It is the mind reality behind all effects of the universe. But this is not our 

mind rather it is mind of Almighty B.B.B (Yang B.B.B or matter B.B.B. or Male B.B.B working as Highest 

center of the universe )  . His mind could be manipulated by prayer only . as shown in figure 9.1and 9.2    

 

 
Figure 9.1   Hoyle Narlikar Universe OR Universe ―I‖ 
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Fig 9.2   Total scenario of Truth  Mind and Mass 

 

1.9 DM and DE i.e. energized gravitons  and  energy pool of the universe as shown in Fig 10 and Fig 11 [8] 

Higgs 

Boson 
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Fig. 10  Structural configuration of Leptons and Quarks as regard DM and  structural configuration of DM and 

DE at micro level 

 

 
Fig 11    structural configuration of DM and DE at macro level [9] 
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1.10 Divine Mechanics  and  Brain Computation   

Learning and Memory and information s ( Code PcPs ) Net work in Brain [10]  

 

 

 
  

Fig 12  Divine Mechanics of Brain Computing System – Learning and memory 

 

At all steps , these are B.B.Bs ( B-Bit ) that are responsible for information‘s control and triggering . If 

CCP is written it means unless atomic transcription and translation occur , brain cannot have learing and 

memory triggering and control and it is called Divine mechanics of Biology and it is life . These are higher 

thought expressions of B.B.Bs . In Bits of classical computers and qubits of QC , the thought expressions are 

lower and different but the mechanics ( DIVINE ) remains the same. as shown in  Fig  12  

 

 
                      Fig 13- The Theory of Computers and Brain are same – DIVINE MECHANICS 
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( Structural and Functional smallest Bit ( mass ) is B-Bit of the universe and the Divine Mechanical Unit is CCP 

, Code PcPs and CP.) 

 

divine mechanics tHE tHEORY OF cOMPUTERS AND bRAIN IS same  AS shown in  Fig 13Physics 

dictates the lowest limits of the size of chips [11]. But divine mechanics does not . Hence the bit is a typical unit 

of information. ((Classical and Quantum Bit ) is wrong and to describe informations by adding qubit is also 

illusion as in complicate system ,it is the different thoughts expressions that describe informations . Informations 

are separate ( Code PcPs ) and bits ( Electron of transistor ) qubits ( electron of diamond crystal ) are separate. 

At DNA level the bit is nucleotide (A,T,C,G ) and at Atomic level the bit is photon and electron , at particle 

level ( secondary fermions and secondary bosons ) the bit is primary fermions and primary bosons and 

informations are still code PcPs and at B.B.B level the bit is B.B.B ( Yang mass and Yin mass - B- bit ) it self 

and the information is carried by Code PcPs but at all level of all bit units the information storage system is CCP 

( Physiological arrow of Time ) it never dies even after destruction of the universe. Hence information s are 

eternal . In computers, Bit is a structural configuration that describes information s of the system and 

information s are in form of Code PcPs. The working of the bit is triggered and controlled by thoughts of higher 

centers that form that bit. If the bit is classical ( transistors of chips ) the effect is different . But if the bit is qubit 

with entanglement the working is triggered and controlled by thoughts of higher center that form that crystal . In 

both the effect of describing informations would be different. 

One is classical ( thought expressions are fixed and limited )and other one is quantum ( thought 

expressions are changing and more wide to describe the more wide complicated system to have fast results . ) . 

In life sciences in Brain the bit is again Photon and the information s are Code PcPs and they are triggered and 

controlled by CCP of higher centers that is triggered by DIVINE MECHANICS .  In life sciences the CCP ( 

cryptography ) of B-bit expresses informations ( Code PcPs ) which were not fed like speaking Lie and unlike 

Bit of classical computer and qubit of QC it shows phenomenon of forgetfulness and IQ phenomenon ( mental 

age /real age ) . It is Higher functions of B.B.B or B Bit and it is life . Hence there is difference in some aspect 

of DIVINE MECHANICS \of Computers computation and Brain computation 

 

II. Structure 
2.1  Comparative study  of Biological SPS – and GPS system of computer world 

 
 

 Fig  14  Comparative study  of Biological SPS – and GPS system of computer world --- Place Cells , Grid Cells 

, sensory inputs ( location ) and  RAS form SPS System ( self positioning system )  of  Biology While  Master 

control station , ( ground Segment  ) Satellite ( Space Segment) ,  and Mobile ( user Segment – sensory input 

and  final display messages ) form GPS System of computer world  ) 
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Phenomenon of Computing in place cell – ( Fig 15) 

 
 

 Fig – 15  Two information s  of mapping and location are received by two bits  separately of  place cell . 

Further these information s are sent for computing to One B-Bit where computing is done  by CCP and final 

display ( Code PcPs ) after splicing by CP is relayed to RAS .  

 

 
Fig -16 – Rat‘s response to SPS depends upon the Rate of cycle of sense of direction . If Rat is moving 

Very fast , it means cycle of SPS is expressing very fast  and vice versa    
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2.2  Mystery of bird navigation system solved- by Quantum Entanglement   

Super specialized magneto receptors  in pigeon beak i.e. Balls of iron. We do know sensory receptors  are 

required to  input  information s  in brain  through neurons only  whether it is specialized senses or general 

senses . There are four types of messages system in universe  ( Fig -5 ) . These messages systems are used 

according to nature‘s need .  

1. First transcription .---  Quantum entanglement – where electrons contact each other  and they set their spin 

according  to  their wish   . If one is spin up the other one is spin down . Two nucleus could be  connected   

by  Quantum entanglement [29] . In prayer we talk with Highest center of the universe . Second 

transcription -   

 

(a) where photon carries the informations ( Code PcPs ) by phenomenon of Conduction , convection and 

radiation  ex – Action potential , current , our mobile , TV informations and  internet , red shift , blue shifts  

.  

 

(b) Or electron carries the  charge or information s  through a field ( Divine conduction mechanism ) ex – EET 

( electronic energy transfer ) in photosynthesis , cyclotron , LHC  

 

2. Third transcription – where mRNA carries information s from DNA script during biological 

transcription and translation  

 

 
 

Fig  17 Quantum entanglement between  atomic nucleus of Iron Ball and  Atomic Nucleus of Place cells . it is 

similar to  chip of diamond found in QC  

 

During  navigation  ( Fig 17 ) , birds get their magneto-receptor  stimulated by magnetic fields ( 

photons) and it is interaction between electron of the iron balls and magneto photon . The nucleus  ( higher 

center or B.B.B ) of the atom of the iron ball receives information ( code PcPs magnetic direction and magnitude 

) via –ve afferent . Having received the messages of magnetic direction and magnitude , it sends messages to 

atomic nucleus  of place cells as information of location of both direction and magnitude as received by electron 

of iron ball through quantum entanglement ( first transcription ) .  Hence no need of magnetic neurons to be 

there in beak of pigeon. The one bit i.e CCP having received sensory input of magnetic direction and magnitude 

, it relays this information to CCP which is computing other information coming from grid cells ( Code Pcps 

mapping ) and sensory input ( code PcPs ear  as regard position of body through semicircular canal ( vestibular 

nerve ) and  and code PcPs eyes as regard attitude location or ground location etc )  from ear and eyes .  Hence 
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effigy of bird navigation is following where magneto receptors are being used as sensory input for sense of 

direction by birds .  ( Fig 18 )  

 

 
Fig-18     Depiction  of Birds navigation and  Cycle of Sense of Direction 

 

2.3   Universe positioning system  -  We could see only 30% of universe through  telescope ( Eyes)  . Rest 

universe could be seen by brain only ( participatory science ) Fig 19 – Fig -29 

The Atlas of The Universe -This web page is designed to give everyone an idea of what our universe actually 

looks like. There are nine main maps on this web page, each one approximately ten times the scale of the 

previous one. The first map shows the nearest stars and then the other maps slowly expand out until we have 

reached the scale of the entire visible universe.  

  

 
Fig 19 -  Sun  where we are located 
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Fig 20 Sun  where we are located 

 

 
Fig 21 Sun  where we are located  - Orion arm of Milky way Galaxy 
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Fig 22  Sun  where we are located – Milky way galaxy 

 

 
Fig 23 Milky way Galaxy  where we are located 
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Fig 24 Milkyway Galaxy  where we are located 

 

 
Fig 25  Virgo Cluster   where we are located 
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Fir 26  Virgo Cluster   where we are located 

. 

 

 

 
Fig 27  Virgo Cluster   where we are located 
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Figure 29 Hoyle Narlikar Universe OR Universe ―I‖ 

 

2.4  Religion “I” and  Almighty B.B.B. , The Creator of Universe OR Universe ―I‖ 

Muslim do believe  that Allaha means The Creator only .  After researching 99 names , we found that Allaha 

means – Primary God, Secondary God , tertiary God , trinity , and Tawhid.  in the light of science .  This portrait 

represents  Tachyon particle  ( One yang B.B.B and many Yins B.B.B ) apart from  Creation and Destruction of 

universe under control of Almighty B.B.B . The admiring  of this Almighty B.B.B ( Allahatala ) is Allaha ho 

Akbar .  
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Fig 30  The Admiring  of Almighty B.B.B ( Allahatala) the Creator of the universe is ―Allaha Ho Akbar‖ made 

up of two God particles  or Tachyon ( Religion ―I‖ ) 

 

2.5  Answering Who  am I ?  
1.  I am the origin of All . Every thing evolved from Me. ( Two Basic Building Blocks -- made up of Mind (  

   CCP, Code PcPs and CP ) and Mass )  
2. I am Time . a Psychological  arrow of time.     ( inner information s , they never die -- immortal -- even  

after destruction of universe ) -- eternal reality --- CCP,        code PcPs and  CP ) 

 b Cosmological arrow of Time       ( Outer information s ( Code PcPs ) coming to us -   

mortal - created with origin and die after destruction of the   universe -- under control                     

of Almighty B.B.B )  c Thermodynamics Arrow of Time  ( Same as Cosmological arrow of Time )  

3 . I am science of self knowledge . ( Information s Code PcPs created by Almighty B.B.B that are read in 

different sciences and mysticism -- information s are true    or False ) 

4. I am the origin and dissolution of entire universe  . ( Almighty B.B.B - Yang B.B.B , working as highest 

center  of the universe - Prayer reaches to this B.B.B )   

5. I am Life  and death .   ( Higher thought expressions of  two B.B.Bs is Life )  

2.6  Defining God . God has been classified in five ways – Scientific Names  .  

Muslim do believe  that Allaha means The Creator only .  After researching 99 names of Allaha  , we found that 

Allaha means – Primary God, Secondary God , tertiary God , trinity , and Tawhid.  in the light of science .   

 1. Primary God --- Two basic building blocks  

 2. Secondary God -- Almighty B.B.B. ( Yang working as Highest center of the universe - The creator B.B.B 

 3. Trinity      ( secondary God )          Avatar of Almighty B.B.B ( Almighty in flesh form on Earth ) 

 4. Tertiary God -  Creation ( sun moon, galaxy , creatures etc ( made up of primary God by thought of Almighty 

B.B.B)  

 5. Tawhid -  One Absolute  I -- made up of  Infinite Tachyons -- made up of Two basic building blocks - 

symmetry phase of universe  

For Example 

http://b.b.bs/
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Fig 31  Scientific Nomenclature of God 

 

 But  no religion discussed Primary God ( two God particles )  made up of mind and mass - the eternal 

structure or body ,  as Primary God ( Two God particles )  is the subject of research through science ,  and it 

would be researched by science only . Thus the Geeta‘s secret  is the same as Quran‘s secret and Bible‘s secrets 

. The Geeta‘s secret is – I am the origin of All . Every thing evoled from Me – 10/8  

 

2.7  How to  know Religion “I” Or Two God Particles  

What eye sees is different ( illusion ) than what brain sees ( truth )  . In science hypothesis is made and 

that hypothesis  is confirmed by observation . Two God particles hypothesis is based on observation that Super 

unification   is not proven yet . When photo depiction of two God particles is made by brain , it was  same as 

made by Almighty B.B.B thousands of year back by clue pictures given by Hindu spiritualism ( Fig 1) . what 

Idol worship (Eyes see - sculpture – statue ) is defined before the research of Two God particles  is illusion 

(Eyes see - sculpture – statue , set of informations Code PcPs )  as the real idol worship is worship of two God 

particles which constitute  big Idols (Eyes see - sculpture – statue , set of informations Code PcPs   )  ( Brain 

sees-Two God Particles – Not set of informations Code PcPs   ) . On this basis the all created units  ( sun , moon  

fire , rain ) in created universe are also worshiped as idol worship as they are made up of these two God particles 

, Though they do not look as idol .  Same is true for idols of trinity .  ( Lord Jesus , Lord Ram etc) as idol 

concept started with idol of these trinities since two God particles idol concept was not written any where in 

books before their search by me .by science .  Big Idols worship would end with end of Universe . But Idol 

worship of B.B.Bs ( Not set of informations Code PcPs   or originator of different sets of informations Code 

PcPs or Satyam Shivum Sundarum ) would persist even after destruction of universe . 
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Fig  32 Eyes see different ( illusion )  than what the brain sees ( Truth ) 

2.8  Order of Almighty B.B.B  or Modification in Article 25 of Indian Constitution  Fig 32  
Freedom of conscience and the right freely is Restricted as No one on this Earth Knows right 

knowledge as regard God except University of god ( UOG ). You have to profess, Practice and propagate only 

those thoughts which are taught by UOG only .  

 1.To profess, ( admit ) - One cannot admit wrong believes as regard  GOD -  

 Wrong believes  
1. God is One  

2. God has No picture  depiction .  

 3.  Idol worship is fictitious worship  at  highest consciousness .  

 

Right Believes      

1. There are TWO God --or Two God Particles   -  Or Two Basic Building Blocks . 

2. It has Photo depiction of Male an Female Called Stayam Shivum Sundarum  

3.They  are  smallest Idols of The universe and Their  Idol worship persist even after  destruction  of the 

universe  

 

2.To practice ( perform worship etc) All religions do IDOL worship of Two God particles in different 

ways. Unless brain sees idol of two God particles during worship ,  worship is incomplete .  

 

3.To propagate religion  (Spread )  

 

1. Science of prayer  - Pl read Introduction 1.4 onwards   

2. Know allah (tawhid and trinity) in the light of science - V.M.Das --Know allah (tawhid and trinity) in the 

light of science, International Journal of Information Research and Review  Vol. 2, Issue, 05, pp. 711-718, 

May, 2015 
3 .  V.M.Das , Idol Worship Means Worship of Two Basic Building Blocks ( Not Set of Informations Code 

PcPs )  , The smallest Idols Of The Universe   .   Fundamental Belief Of All Religions Of The World Is Same .  

On This Fundamental Basis Secret Of Gita , Quran  and Bible is Same   . Admiring Of Almighty B.B.B Idol 

(Allahatala- Creator of All Sets Of Informations Code PcPs )  is Allaha Ho Akbar . International Journal of 
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Information Research and Review Vol. 04, Issue, 09, pp 4537-4557 , September ( 2017)are to be spread by all 

religions of the Earth  . Rest teaching of religions as regard God has been restricted by Almighty B.B.B  

 

2.9  Say No to Char Dham Or Macca – Madina etc Only One True  Religious Place ( holy place ) where 

one does prayer  
No need to Visit religious places ( Four Dham In Hindu Or Macca Madina In Muslim etc ) as it is 

illusion  or fake realization ( Eyes See Set of informations or Code PcPs ) . It would end with the end of 

Universe .  What eyes see is illusion .   But what brain sees  is truth . Hence by knowledge ( At UOG )  

realization of God Particles ( Forming Images Of Two B.B.Bs in Brain – not set of informations or Code PcPs  ) 

at the time of  prayer makes your place a true religious place . As it (Forming Images Of Two B.B.Bs in Brain – 

not set of informations or Code PcPs  ) would persists even after end of universe .  Having seen the God 

particles by brain , you are fit to get  salvation .  

What eyes see is different ( illusion ) than what brain Sees ( truth ) .  Having searched basic building blocks of 

the universe , it is now proved that every thing is made up of these two god particles ( Fig 1).  But these two god 

particles are seen by brain  ( hypothesis ) only as they are invisible by any microscope.    

 

 

 
Fig 33 Say No to Char Dham  ( Holy places ) Or Macca – Madina etc Only One True  Religious Place ( also a 

Holy Place ) where one does prayer 

  

Teleportation  and Universe Positioning System – Prediction of Theory Of Everything  

Teleportation is the phenomenon  made by Almighty B.B.B ( Power of Almighty and Unconditioned Thought 

expression and  New Law of divine physics )   . As  He ( Allahatala ) descends from invisible universe  ( 

Tachyon sea  ) to Earth . First , message comes to Earth B.B.Bs via first transcription ( quantum entanglement ) 

and B.B.Bs of Earth  transform  in to any shape ( Trinity – Human beings  or Almighty B.B.B in flesh form ) 

and Trinity does such deeds that they occupy place in church and temple as idol worship . For example Lord 

Jesus  , Lord Krishna or Lord Ram etc  All religions do IDOL worship of Two God particles in different ways.   
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Fig  34  Phenomenon of Teleportation and UPS in the mind of Almighty B.B.B ( Allahatala) in  Universe ―I‖ 

 

III. Conclusion 
Dirac equation  is illusion as  mathematics does not have thought of mind and thought of Creator . Self  

positioning system ( SPS ) in brain triggers to know our surrounding and our location . It is being used by 

animals and birds during migration or navigation on earth . Global positioning system (GPS  - computer )  helps 

us to know our location  and different place and their route on Earth . GPS does not make us to be  lost in big 

cities if we  have loaded  origin and destination in our computer . There is one more system called universe 

positioning system (UPS). Our journey did not start with fertilization of ova with sperm rather it had started 

since origin of the universe( Tachyon sea )  and our brain could predict our past and future  transformations 

before we transformed into human beings . UPS  helps to locate home of Almighty B.B.B ( Tachyons Sea ) as 

prayer reaches to Almighty B.B.B . All religions do IDOL worship of Two God particles in different ways.  

Unless brain sees idol of two God particles during worship  ( Fig 32 ) or during namaz  devotee sees home of 

Almighty B.B.B ( Allahatala  or Tachyon sea )  and structure of Tachyons  ( One Yang and many Yins ) ( Fig 

30)  by brain , worship is incomplete Teleportation  is the phenomenon  made by Almighty B.B.B ( Creator of 

universe and Aliens   ) . As  He descends from invisible universe ( Tachyon sea ) to Earth . First , message 

comes ( first order of universe )  to Earth B.B.Bs via first transcription ( quantum entanglement ) and B.B.Bs of 

Earth transform in to any shape ( Trinity – Human beings  or Almighty B.B.B in flesh form ) and Trinity does 

such deeds that they occupy place in church and temple as idol worship . For example Lord Jesus , Lord Krishna 

or Lord Ram  etc  The theory predicts  that  when Almighty B.B.B  teleports Himself  , He ( Creator of 

universe and Aliens) could tell exactly where Aliens reside in universe ―I‖ . It is being believed that  Muslims do 

not do idol worship . It is myth . Before origin of the universe all  things were in form of tachyons particles 

which are made up of two basic building blocks – Yang and Yin  or mind and mass part of reality ( Not set of 

informations Code PcPs – Originator of all sets of informatins Code PcPs ) . To understand concept of idol 

worship we have to understand Basic Building Blocks  ( B.B.B – Mind – CCP , Code PcPs or set of 

informations   and CP and Mass -- Fig 1 ).  The Creator B.B.B or Almighty B.B.B has considered them  as 

smallest idols. Hence He has made idol picture of male and female  parallel to these B.B.Bs  Fig 1 . The 

fundamental  belief of all religions on which the base ( Main Pillars ) of all religions is stood  are  these two God 

particles and the fundamental worship is Idol worship of these two God particles . At the end of  universe all 

sciences fundamentals (shapes ,  laws, and  properties)  would be no more but religious fundamental  about two 

God particles and their Idol worship would persist in form of ―I‖ or ―Satyam Shivum Sunderum ‖ 

Article 25 of Indian constitution has been modified by order of Almighty B.B.B .  Freedom of 

conscience and free profession, practice and propagation of religion has been restricted  or banned .  No body on 

Erath could spread  wrong believes  of God like  - God is One  . God has No picture  depiction .  Idol worship is 

fictitious worship  at  highest consciousness . Instead of that one would spread right scientific believes like    

There are TWO God --or Two God Particles   Or Two Basic Building Blocks .It has Photo depiction of Male 
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and  Female Called Stayam Shivum Sundarum .  They  are  smallest Idols of The universe and Their  Idol 

worship persist even after  destruction of the universe . All religions are unified to Religion ―I‖ as it would 

persist after destruction of  the universe . Hence what eyes see is different ( illusion ) than what brain sees ( 

Truth ) and the truth is -- One absolute (Infinite)  Universe ( I ) , One Teaching Of Two God Particles  ( I )  And 

One Religion ―I‖ that  will persist even after destruction of universe . Hence  teaching regarding  God in 

different religions  (Hindu ,  Islam  and Christianity  etc realizations )  are  illusion.  They donot teach about 

Two God Particles – The Real eternal God Particles . Only  Two God Particles  ―I‖ will persists even after 

destruction of the universe . All religions do IDOL worship of Two God particles in different ways..   

According to Hinduism, People have believed that if we undertake a journey to all these holy destinations then 

our all sins which we did in our past life has remove and opens all the doors for that person to get salvation. It is 

not true . But what brain sees  is truth . Hence by knowledge ( At UOG )  realization of God Particles ( Forming 

Images Of Two B.B.Bs in Brain – not set of informations or Code PcPs  Fig 1 )  at the time of  prayer makes 

your place a true religious place  ( Holy place ) . As it (Forming Images Of Two B.B.Bs in Brain – not set of 

informations or Code PcPs  ) would persists even after end of universe .  Having seen the God particles by brain 

, you are fit to get  salvation . The same philosophy is applicable to all religious persons including Muslims .  
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